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OPSOMMING
Die doel van hierdie studie is om idiome linguisties te
analiseer. Die aandag salop semantiese, grammatiese en
sintaktiese eienskappe van idiome gevestig word. Hierdie
analise sal tot 'n klassifisering van idiome lei.
In hierdie studie word idiome in drie tipes geklassifiseer
nl. nominale idiome, werkwoordelike idiome en sentensiele
idiome. Nominale idiome bestaan ui t 'n naamwoord gevolg
deur 'n kwalifikatiewe konstruksie en In werkwoordelike
idioom bestaan uit 'n werkwoord
kompliment. Sentensiele idiome
uitdrukking en vaste uitdrukkings
idiome is volsinne.
plus In
word in
verdeel.
sintaktiese
idiomatiese
Sentensiele
Semantiese analise sal tot die klassifisering van drie
tipes lei nl.
(a) Ondeursigtige idiome
(b) Semi-deursigtige idioms en
(c) Deursigtige idiome.
~)(a) Ondeursigtige idiome word verder verdeel in
(aa) Ondeursigtige idiome met betekenislose
komponente
(bb) Ondeursigtige idlome met figuurlike
komponente
(cc) Ondeursigtige idiome met betekenislose en
figuurlike komponente.
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(b) Semi-deursigtige idiome word geklassifiseer in
(aa)
(bb)
Semi-deursigtige met
komponente..
Semi-deursigtige met figuurlike
Morfologies, word idiome in
geklassifiseer:
betekenislose
komponent.
drie tipes
(a) Idiome met vaste getal en werkwoordkatogorie.
(b) Idiome met qedeeltelike vaste getal en
werkwoordkategorie.
(c) Idiome met vrye getal en werkwoordkategorie
Sintakties, word twee tipes idiome onderskei, nl.
(a) Idiome wat aan sintaktiese reels onderhewig is, en
(b) Idiome wat nie aan sintaktiese reels onderhewig is
nie.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Aim of the study
The aim of this study is to analyze
characteristics of idioms in South Sotho.
be given to the semantic, grammatical
characteristics of idioms. This analysis
linguistic classification of idioms.
the linguistic
Attention wi 11
and syntactic
wi 11 lead to a
1.2 The Concepts "Idiom" And "Idioma.tic Language"
Many authors have tried to define the idiom:
Palmer (1986:36) defines it as
". .. the sequence of words whose meaning cannot be
predicted from the meaninq of the words themselves".
For example: Kick the bucket
Fly off the handle
Guma (1983:66) describes the idiom as
" ... the characteristic indigenous expressions whose
meaninqcannot be ordinarily deduced or inferred
from a knowledge of the individual words that make
them~i.ipll .
Robins (1968: 69) refers to idioms as a habitual
collocation of more than one word that tend to be used
together with a semantic function not readily deduced
from the other uses of its component words.
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Lyons (1987:45) defines the idiom as
" ... phrasal lexemes whose distribution throughout the
sentences of the language or whose meaning is
unpredictable from the syntactic and semantic
properties of the constituents.
Doke (1955:202) defines the idiom as a
" structural form or a form of expression peculiar
to a particular language, and one which reflects the
genius of the language and psychological workings of
the speakers of such language".
With the exception of Doke's, all the definitions
characterize the idiom in semantic terms. In one way or
another they all refer to the fact that the meaning of
idioms, unlike those of non-idiomatic forms, cannot be
predicted from the meaning of the component words.
In this study an idiom is therefore defined as a habitual
collocation of words in which co-occurence within it
deprives the component parts of the semantic, grammatical
and syntactic independence of words in some cases.
1.3 Semantic Characteristics of Idiomatic Lanquage
Palmer (1986:79) treats the idiom semantically as a single
o
word because its meaning is opaque, that is, the meaning of
the resultant combination is not related to the meaning of
the individual words. The meaning of the resultant
combination may be closer to or different from the
constituent parts, e.g.
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'Kick the bucket'
The idiom above means 'to die' which is not related to
the constituent parts
Cf: South Sotho:
Ntjanyana ya lehokorwana
'The puppy of the snake = a naughty child.'
The meaning of the combination is not related to its
parts.
1.4 Grammatical Characteristics of Idiomatic Lanquage
Grammatically, Palmer (1986:80-81) treats the idiom as a
normal sequence of words because the verb can be changed
to past tense, different types of moods in the case of
verbal idioms and sentential idioms, e.g.
English: 'Kick the bucket' becomes 'Kicked the bucket'
Cf: South Sotho:
Ho nantsha maoto
'To make the feet to creep = To drag the feet.'
Past Tense:
Ke nantshitshe maoto
According to Palmer (1986:80) the nouns can be pluralized
or singul~~ized, e.g.
English: 'Red herring = Red herrings.'
Cf: South Sotho:
Tshiya ya 1elapa
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'The pillar of the home = breadwinner.'
Plural:
Ditshiya tsa malapa
'The pillar of the home = breadwinner.'
Not all nouns can be changed to plural because, in some
cases, pluralizing or singularizinq the noun changes\i't
from an idiomatic to a non-idiomatic construction, e.g~ -
English: Spill the beans
The noun 'beans' cannot be singularized because the
,
meaninq changes.
ef: South Sotho:
Mokotla 0 mahlo
, The bag with eyes = a lazy person. I
'Mahlo' can never be singularized in this example because
the meaning changes.
1.5 Types of Idioms in Sesotho
In this study the idiom will be classified into three
types based on the differences in their syntactic
structure, i. e. nominal idioms, verbal idioms and
sentential idioms (proverbs and fixed expressions)
(a) Nominal Idioms
According to Bushney (1986:31) a nominal idiom consists
of a noun followed by a qualificative construction, e.g.
4
" I
.r ,
Cf: Northern Sotho:
Hlogo e thata
'A hard head = stubborn.'
Cf: South Sotho:
Maoto a matle
'Nice feet = very lucky.'
(b) Verbal Idioms
Verbal Idioms are defined by Bushney (1986:23) as those
idioms which consist of a verbal stem plus a syntactic
complement. These syntactic complements include nouns,
relative constructions, possessive constructions,
prepositional phrases, locative complements, etc.
North Sotho:
Go Eelet!ana Ease
'To fight a person tooth and nail.'
The above idiom consists of verbal stem 'Eelet~ana' and
locative complement 'Ease'
ef: South Sotho:
Ha a nka Eatshe
'He did not take from the ground = Like father Like son.'
(c) Sententialldioms
Sentential idioms will be divided into proverbs and fixed
expressions in this study. Motjuoadi (1991:10) defines the
proverb as a form of idiomatic language usage with an
immutable syntactic structure which consists of a complete
sentence, e.g.
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South Sotho:
Motsamai 0 ja noha
'A traveller eats a snake = one eats anything whi le on
journey. '
Fixed expressions are also complete sentences which are
used in a specific situation, e.g.
South Sotho:
Taba di falletse
'Matters have migrated = the cat is out of the bag. '
The difference between proverbs and fixed expressions is
that proverbs are non-descriptive expressions of wisdom
while fixed expression are used to describe specific
situations. Ntsanwisi (1965:18) points out that proverbs
do not allow syntactic alterations or rearrangement of
their component elements. Fixed expressions can be changed
so as to fit the specific situation, e.g.
South Sotho:
Maru a thibile
'It is cloudy = the enemy is around.'
1.6 Presentation
In this study an attempt has
Sotho idioms linguistically.
~j
be presented in the following
been made at analyzing South
This linguistic analysis will
format.
In Chapter two an attempt will be made
idiom semantically looking specifically
opaci ty of idioms which will lead
classification of idioms in Sesotho.
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at analyzing the
at the semantic
to a semantic
Chapter three deals wi th the morphological analysis of
idioms. Attention will be given to tense, mood and
aspect in the case of verbs and number, diminution and
locati vi zation in the case of nouns. A morphological
classification will be developed from the analysis.
Chapter four will give an overview of different
structures found in each of the three types of idioms.
It will further determine whether idioms are subject to
syntactic rules such as pronominalization, passivization
and transposition leading to a classification based on
syntactic characteristics of Idioms.
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CHAPTER 2
2. THE SEMANTICS OF SESOTHO IDIOMS
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the semantic
characteristics of idioms in Sesotho. This will lead to a
clear distinction between opaque and transparent components
of idioms. Attention will also be given to the figurative
use of idioms as well as literal idioms. This discussion
will lead to a semantic classification of idioms in
Sesotho.
2.2 Semantic Opacity
The word 'opacity' derives from 'opaque'. According to
Palmer (1986:35) opaque words are words whose meanings
cannot be determined from the meaning of their parts. A
group of words such as idioms (verbal and nominal),
proverbs, fixed expression etc., can have opaque meaning,
e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
"-~
Ntjanyana ya Senohe
'Senohe's puppy = a glutton.'
Verbal Idiom:
Ho di la dinone
'To smear wild animals = 'To wet a bed. '
Sentential Idiom:
Maru a thibile
'It is cloudy = the enemy is around.'
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We cannot determine the meaning of the above examples from
the parts that make them up.
Transparent idioms have the meanings of the parts related
to the meanings of the total combinations, e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Ngwana wa ho feela
'The last child = last born.'
Verbal Idiom:
Ho phela ka dikopo
'To live by pleas = asking things from other people so as
to survive.'
Proverb:
Moholo 0 rongwa a eme
'An important person is sent standing = It is not
disrespect to ask a senior for favours.'
The above idioms are transparent because 'Ngwana wa ha
feela' is related to 'Ngwana ya tswetsweng qetellong kapa
mafelong.' This is also the case with the verbal idioms and
proverbs.
2.3 Figurative use of idioms
Figurative~~eaning implies that there is a semantic
relation of some kind between the literal and the idiomatic
meaning of a word, e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Ntidi ya banana
'Ntidi of girls = a man who is always among women. '
9
N.B. (Ntidi was a traditional healer who was healing only
women) A man found among the girls is always associated
with Ntidi.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho tshwara hlolo ka boya
'To catch a hare by its hairs = To return empty-handed.'
'Boya' is figuratively used. 'To have hairs on the hand'
is similar to 'empty-handed'.
Sentential Idiom:
Tshwene ha e ipone makopo
'A baboon cannot see its forehead • One does not realize
his own shortcomings.'
There is a relationship between 'ipone makopo' and 'ho 5e
bone diphoso'.
According to Ntuli (1978:195) figurative idioms may also
be used metaphorically i.e. two things from dissimilar
fields are compared because they share a common feature.
In possessive constructions the possessee is usually
attributed to the possessor, e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Nnete ya Hankgonthe
'Hankgonthe truth = A real truth.'
(Hankgonthe is a person who always told the truth)
Any person who tells the truth is compared with
Hankgonthe because they share a common feature.
Ntuli (1978:195) further identifies dead metaphors.
These are dead because they are already part of everyday
10
language i.e. they have lost their original effect
because we normally use them, e.g.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho ba ntja
'To be a dog = To be greedy.'
Ho tsamaisa thebe
'To move a shield = To spread the news.'
Nominal Idiom:
TIhaku .ya t ekwsn«
'Grain of dagga = A very beautiful girl.'
Monna wa d~nkgo
'Man of the pots = a drunkard.'
Sentential Idiom:
Taba di falletse
'The news has migrated = the cat is out of the bag.'
Lerole le beta kolobe
'Dust seize a pig with force = People are dancing because
of happiness. I
The beer is related to the pot
in everyday language and is
metaphor by, Ntuli (1978:195).
<:>
but we normally use this
therefore called dead
Some idioms are made up of words which are meaningless,
e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Sehloho sa Raboshabane
'Raboshabane's cruelty = cruel deed.'
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Molakaladi wa kebolela
'Molakaladi of Kebolela = ready-made food or things.'
Verbal Idioms:
Ho hafa ka Nkatana
'To scatter with Nkatana = To be very rich.'
Ho matha la Ntshwekge
'To run like Ntshwekge = To run very fast.'
Sentential Idiom:
Ntswipi ha a je nama ya namane
'Ntswipi does not eat the calf's meat = Someone pretends
not to do things.'
Mmamasianoke ha a etsiswe
'Mmamasianoke cannot be imitated = When you imitate your
elders, you are making a fool of yourself.'
The meaning of Raboshabane, Nkatana, Ntshwekge, Ntswipi
are unkown to South Sotho speakers. This is the reason
why they are regarded as meaningless in this study.
There are also those idioms which have literal components
of words, e.g.
Nominal Idioms:
~
Ntlwana-tshwana
'dark house = Prison. '
Ngwana wa ntlha
'Firstchild = first born.'
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Verbal Idioms:
Ho busetsa bobe ka bobe
'To return evil with evil = When someone has done wrong
to another, he must be punished for that.'
Ho isa motho molaong
'To take a person to the law =
court. '
To take someone to
'Ntlwana-tshwana', 'Ngwana wa ntlha' have literal words.
The examples of verbal idioms above also have 1i teral
words viz 'isa', 'to take', molaong 'law' are literal.
Sentential Idioms:
Bokulo bo iphile matla
'The illness has taken strength = the disease has
spread. '
Molao 0 tswa ntlokgolo 0
'The law comes from the
one = Traditions are
generations. '
ya ntlwaneng
big house and
transmitted
goes to the small
. to the younger
2.4 A Se.antic Classification of Idioms
According to the distinction made above, idioms can be
'----~
classified into opaque idioms, semi-opaque and
transparent idioms.
(a) Opaque Idioms
Opaque idioms are those the meaning of which cannot
be established from the constituent parts i.e. all
the constituent parts are figurative or meaningless.
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Nominal Idiom:
Mokotla 0 mahlo
'The bag with eyes = A lazy person. '
Verbal Idiom:
Ho etsa sekotlo sa monna
'To make the back of a man = To pass water. '
Sentential Idiom:
Dikgobe di botswitswe
'Cooked maize grains are ready = A person has
stopped crying.'
Huddleston (1989:43) describes the parts of idioms,
such as those above as having lexical cohesion by
virtue of the fact that their meaning is associated
wi th the whole, not derivable from parts, a view
which is also held by Palmer (1986). The meaning of
the resultant combination is not related to the
parts.
Opaque idioms may further be classified into those
with meaningless component, those with figurative
components as well as those with meaningless and
figurative components.
(aa) Opaque idioms with meaningless components
Opaque idioms with meaningless components are mostly
those containing personal names, e.g.
Nominal Idioms:
Ntjanyana ya .senohe
'Senohe's puppy = a glutton.'
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Verbal Idiom:
Ho nW'a ba kgaeyane
'To drink that of Kgaeyana = To be drunk like a
lord. '
Sentential Idiom:
Mape 0 bo1ai1we ke ditsie
'Nape has been killed by locusts = A qlutton is well
satisf ied. '
The meaninqless components are personal names.
(bb) Opaque with fiqurative components
Opaque with fiqurative components are those in which
parts are fiqurative, e.q.
Nominal Idiom:
Kgaohano ya mmaphedi
'Separation of Mmaphedi = To iqnore someone.'
Verbal Idiom:
Ho iketsa Mmampokisi
'To make yourself Mmampokisi = To pretend in a way
that is stronq to others.
Sentential Idiom:
Letsatsi le 0 tjhabetse
'The sun shines on you = You are fortunate.'
'Kgaohano ' , , iketsa ' and
fiquratively used.
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tjhabetse have been
(cc) Opaque with meaningless and figurative components
Opaque with meaningless and figurative components
idioms have one or two words meaningless and the
other words figurative, e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Thootse ya bohlokwa
'A precious pip = the only child in a house. '
Verbal Idiom:
Ho tshwara Hmamphele ka sekotlo
'To catch Mmamphele with the back of the head = To
find it difficult to manage.'
Sentential Idiom:
Honna Ke Sekgadi
'A man is Sekgadi = one who can stand fast.'
(b) Semi-Opaque Idio.s
Semi-Opaque Idioms are those in which the meaning of
the resultant combination may be determined in some
of the components of the idiom. Semi-opaque idioms
may further be divided into semi-opaque with
meaningless components and those with figurative
components.
(aa) Semi-Opaque with meaningless components
Semi-opaque idioms with meaningless components have
one or more words meaningless and other words
literal, e.g.
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Nominal Idiom:
Hako ya Sekoboto
'Time of Sekoboto = 'Time of famine.'
Sekoboto is meaningless.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho etsetsa motho Sakana la Nkope
'To make for someone Nkope's kraal = To encircle
one. '
Nkope is meaningless.
Sentential Idiom:
Dikgomo di makgekga
'Cattle are makgekga (archaic) = cattle are very
lean.
,Makgekga , is meaningless.
Palmer (1986:81) calls the idioms such as above
partial idioms.
(bb) Seai-opaque with figurative components
Semi-opaque with figurative components have one word
literal and one word figurative, e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Manna ya sebete
'The man with a liver = brave man.'
'Sebete' is figuratively used.
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Verbal Idiom:
Ho bina hlope
'To sing the song of witchdoctors = To sing and clap
hands. '
'hlope' is figuratively used.
Sentential Idioms:
Lefu ha lena morena
'Death does not have a chief = Death does not choose.'
'Morena' is used figuratively.
(c) Transparent Idioms
Transparent idioms are defined by Palmer (1986:80) as
those idioms the meaning of which can be established
from the constituent parts. i.e. they have a literal
meaning, e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Ngwana wa mme
I The chi Id of the mother = child who is always wi th
his mother.'
Verbal Idiom:
Ho phela Ka dikopo
'To live by pleas = Live by asking things from other
people. '
Sentential Idiom:
Ha e shwa e a raha
'When it dies. it kicks = A person will always fight
when defeated.'
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CHAPTER THREE
3. THE MORPHOLOGY OF SESOTHO IDIOMS
3.1 Introduction
This chapter analyses the idioms of South Sotho
morphologically wi th special attention to the possibil i ty
of the change of number of nouns appearing in idioms.
Secondly, the change of tense, mood and/or aspect of verbs
in idioms will be discussed. Other nominal features found
in idioms will also be discussed in this chapter. This
analysis will lead to a morphological classification of
idioms in Sesotho.
3.2 Humber
Palmer (1986: 80) demonstrates that an idiom functions to
some degree as a normal sequence of grammatical words.
This implies that nouns in idioms can be pluralized or
singularized without changing the idiomatic meaning. This
feature is not applicable to all idioms in South Sotho,
however, in some idioms there are restriction£ on number.
On the basis of the status of number of nouns appearing in
idioms, idioms are divided into three types, vi z Idioms
with fully changeable number, those with restricted
changeable number and those with unchangeable number.
(a) Idioms with fully changeable number
These idioms may be pluralized or singularized without
any change in idiomatic meaning, e.g.
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Nominal Idiom:
Mouno wa Mmapoulo
'Victory of Paul's mother = To inherit what one has
not worked for.'
Pluralization:
Meuno ya bommapoulo
'Victories of Pauls' mothers = To inherit what
people have not worked for.'
Pluralizing the nouns in the above idiom does not
change the idiomatic meaning. The idiomatic meaning
remains 'to inherit what people have not worked for.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho eup« motho ka monwsne
'To point a finger at someone = To warn person.'
Pluralization:
Ho supa ba tho ka menwen«
ITo point fingers at others = to warn people. '
Pluralizing 'motho' and 'monwana' does not result in
a change of idiomatic meaning.
Sentential Idiom:
Tsie e fofa ka mokota
'A locust flies with food in the stomach = A person
cannot work when hungry.'
Pluralization:
Ditsie di fofaka mekota
'Locusts fly with food in the stomach = People
cannot work when hungry.'
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There is no restriction which prevents nouns from
being pluralized in the example above. Such idioms
will be called idioms with fully changeable number.
(b) IdioBs with restricted changeability of number
According to Palmer (1986:80) pluralization in
idioms is restricted to certain nouns within the
idiom. Some nouns within an idiom can be pluralized
while others cannot. This feature is also true in
Sesotho, e.g.
Nominal Idioms:
Lehlonono la Hoteaphala
'Hoteaphala's fortune = to achieve success one never
dreamt of.'
Pluralization:
Mahlonono a Hoteaphala
,Hoteaphala ' s fortunes = to achieve success people
never dreamt of.'
'Lehlonono' in the example above can be pluralized
but 'Hoteaphala' cannot. Plural izing , moteaphala'
cancels the idiomatic meaning.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho nyela motho pelo
'To defacate someones heart - To rub someone up the
wrong way. '
Pluralization:
*Ho nyela batho dipelo
'To defacate people's hearts = To defacate people's
hearts. '
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Ho nyela batho pelo
'To de fate people's heart = To rub people up the
wrong ways. '
The first noun, 'motho' can be pluralized without
changing the idiomatic meaning of the construction.
When the second noun, 'pelo' is pluralized the
idiomatic meaning is cancelled. Therefore, only one
noun can be pluralized in the above example.
Sentential Idiom:
Katse ha e le siyo, tweba di a hlanka
'Mice play in the absence of a cat = When the leader
or senior is away people do as they wish.'
Pluralization:
*Dikatse ha di le siyo, ditweba di a hlanaka
'Mice play in the absence of cats (literal).'
When 'Katse' is pluralized the meaning of the idiom
changes i. e. it changes from figurative to li teral
but singularizing 'Katse' and 'ditweba' 'does not
have any effect on the idiomatic meaning of the
idiom. Therefore 'Katse' cannot be pluralized but
'ditweba' can be singularized, e.g.
Katse ha ele siyo, -tweba e a hlanaka
'The mouse plays when the cat is away = When the
senior is away one does as he wish.'
(c) Idioms with unchangeable nuaber
Some idioms cannot be pluralized or singularized
i.e.
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Pluralizing or singularizing one or more nouns
results in the change of the idiomatic meaning to
non-idiomatic meaning or· me~ningless expression,
e.g.
Nominal Idiom:
Ntidi ya banana
'Ntidi of girls = a man who is always among women.'
Singularization:
*Ntidi ya ngwanana
'Ntidi of a girl = literal.'
Pluralization:
*Dintidi tsa banana
'Ntidis of girls = literal.'
When 'banana' is singularized the idiomatic meaning
is lost. Pluralizing 'Ntidi' also results in the
loss of the idiomatic meaning. Hence, we regard it
as an idiom with unchangeable number.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho tanaka hlooho
ITo crack the head = to be in a muddle.'
Pluralization:
*Ho tanaka dihloho
'To crack the heads = meaningless.'
The above contruction is meaningless when the noun
'hlooho' is pluralized. This means that the number
is unchangeable.
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Sentential Idioms:
Ke naledi e tlasa kgwedi
'He is a star under the moon = He is favoured by his
senior. I
Pluralization:
Ke dinaledi tse tlasa dikgwedi
'They are stars under the moons = literal.'
When 'dinaledi' and 'dikgwedi' are used the meaninq
of the resultant combination chanqes from idiomatic
to non-idiomatic meaninq. These idioms will be
referred to as idioms with unchanqeable number.
3.3 Tense, mood and/or Aspect
Nominal Idioms do not chanqe to different tenses, mood or
aspect, therefore, only the verbal and sentential idioms
will be discussed. Verbal and sentential idioms do not
chanqe the meaninq of the resultant combination when
chanqed to different tense, mood and/or aspect, e.q.
Verbal Idioms:
Ho lla dinaleng (tsa tau)
'To cry on the nails (~f a lion) = to cry too late.'
Perfect Tense:
Ho lletswe dinaleng (tsa tau)
'Cried on the nails (of a lion) = Cried too late.'
Situative mood:
... Ha ke llela dinaleng
' ... when I cried on the nails = ... when I cried too
late'.
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This demonstrates clearly that there are idioms which may
be changed to different tenses, mood or aspect without
changing the idiomatic meaning.
Sentential Idiom:
Motsamai 0 ja noha
'A traveller eats a snake = Beggers are not chosers.'
Perfect:
Motsamai 0 jele noha
'A traveller ate a snake = Beggers did not choose.'
Subjunctive mood:
... hore motsamai a je noha
' ... so that the traveller can eat a snake = ... so that
he cannot choose'.
Sentential Idioms can also be changed into different
tenses, mood and/or aspect without changing the meaning.
Not all idioms can be changed into different
categories without changing the idiomatic meaning.
idioms loose their figurative meaning when changed
different verb categories, e.g.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho duba hlama
'To wallow in mud = to do something without success.'
Perfect Tense:
Ho dubilwe hlama
'Wallow in mud = did something without success.'
The idiomatic meaning has been cancelled.
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verb
Some
into
Sentential Idiom:
Leshodu le tshwarwa pela sefi
I A thief is arrested next to stolen goods = One found
next to stolen goods is accusable.'
Perfect Tense:
Leshodu le tshwerwe pela sefi
'The thief was arrested next to stolen goods = One found
next to stolen goods is accusable.'
Subjuctive Mood:
... hore leshodu le tshwarwe pela sefi
I • •• so that the thief can be arrested next to stolen
goods = ••• so that one can be found next to stolen
goods' .
The figurative meaning is lost when the above example is
changed to other verb categories.
There are also those idioms which cannot be changed to
all verb categories. When they are changed to certain
tenses they have a literal meaning, though they retain
their figurative meaning in other tenses or moods Le.
they may be found in other tenses or moods but not in
others, e.g.
Verbal Idioms:
Ho seha mpa ka lehare
I To cut the belly in the middle ::: to make differences
between. '
Perfect Tense:
Ho sehilwe mpa ka lehare
'Cut the belly in the middle::: made differences between.'
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Imperfect Tense:
Ho tla sehwa mpa ka lehare
'Shall cut the belly in the middle = Shall make
differences between.'
The example above can be chanqed to perfect tense.
Sentential Idiom:
Pere e wa e ena le maoto a mane
'The horse falls havinq four leqs = To err is human.'
Perfect Tense:
Pere e wile e ena le maoto a mane
'The horse fell havinq four leqs = To err was human. '
Imperfect Tense:
Pere e tla wa e na le maoto a mane
'The horse shall fall havinq four leqs = To err shall be
human. I
Subjunctive Mood:
... hare pere ewe ena le maoto a mane
' ... so that the horse can fall havinq four leqs = ••. so
that to err can be human'~
The above idiom cannot be chanqed into moods such as
infinitive, imperative etc. It is restricted to certain
moods and tenses.
3.4 Other Nominal Features
The nouns in idioms can be made dimunitive and/or
locative without any chanqe of meaninq, e.q.
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Nominal Idiom:
Serope sa motswetse
'Thigh of a woman just delivered = warm blanket'
Dimunitive:
Serotswana sa motswetsana
'A small thigh of a young woman just delivered.'
All the nouns in the above idiom can be changed to
dimunitive without changing the idiomatic meaning.
Nominal Idiom:
Kgoboko seja-le-baeti
'Gather with the visitors = someone who eats with the
visitors. '
Locative:
Kgoboko seja-le-baeting
'Gather with the visitors = one who eats with the
visi tors. '
The examp1e above is an idi om with nouns wh i ch can be
changed to dimunitive but not locative while 'Kgoboko
seja-le-baeti' can be changed to locative, not
dimunitive.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho nyala ka dikgomo
'To marry with cattle = to marry by custom.'
Dimunitive:
Ho nyala ka dikgongwana
'To marry with small cattle = To marry by custom.'
'Dikgomo' has been changed to 'dikgongwana' but it cannot
be made locative.
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Verbal Idiom:
Ho dui a Setulo
ITo sit on the chair = to preside over a meetinq.'
Locative:
Ho dula setulong'
'To sit on the chair = To preside over a meetinq.'
'Setulo' has been made locative without chanqinq the
idiomatic <meaninq thouqh it acquires also an non-
idiomatic meaninq i.e. it becomes ambiquous.
Sentential Idiom:
Matsatsi a loyana
'Days bewitch each other = days are not the same.'
Dimunitive:
Matsatsinyana a loyana
'Days bewitch each other = days are not the same.'
There is no chanqe in the idiomatic meaninq.
Sentential Idiom:
Dikgomo ho hlabana tsa saka le le leng
'Cows of the same kraal pierce one another = people of
the same house normally fiqht.'
Locative:
Dikgomo hohlabana tsa sakeng le le leng
'Cows of the same kraal pierce one another • people of
the same house normally fiqht.'
'Saka' has been made locative without chanqinq the
idiomatic meaninq.'
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The idioms can be divided into those idioms with nouns
which can be made dimuni tive and/or locati ve and those
which cannot.
3.5 A Morphological Classification of Idioms
From the analysis made in this chapter the idioms can be
classified according to number and verbal categories into
three types, viz
(a) Those idioms with a fi~ed number and verb categories
(b) Those with partially fixed number and verb
categories
(c) Those with free number and verb category.
(a) The idioms with a fixed number and verb category
The idioms with fixed number and verb categories are
those idioms in which pluralization . or
singularization as well as verb category can change
the idiomatic meaning, e.g.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho tadima ka leihlo le le leng
'To look with one eye = To avoid something.'
The above idiom cannot be pluralized.
Nominal Idiom:
Kgora ~a Ralehlakana
'Ralehlakana'~ satiation • food is in abundance.'
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Sentential Idioms:
Namane e nyekwa ke mma yona
'The calf is licked by its mother • People of a
family help one another.'
The three types of idioms cannot be pluralized nor
the tense changed. When changed the meaning changes
from figurative to literal.
(b) Idioms with partially fixed number and verb category
These are idioms in which one noun can be changed to
plural or singular form without changing the
idiomatic meaning whereas other nouns change the
idiomatic meaning or idioms in which the verb can
change to one or two categories of the verb without
changing the idiomatic meaning though it cannot be
changed to all the verb categories, e.g.
Lekaaka-lenyathedi la monnamosepedi
'Man who travels, tries and walks = one who has had
successful journey.'
'Monna' can be changed to plural form but the other
nouns cannot be changed.
Verbal Idiom:
Ho tsholela motho maqa
'To give someone the pieces of meat • To give
someone a bit of one's mind.'
'Haqa' cannot be singularized but 'motho' can be
pluralized. Hence, they are called idioms with
partially fixed number and verb category in this
study.
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(c) Idioas with free number and verb cateqory
Some nouns in idioms can be changed to plural and
singular without changing the idiomatic meaning.
These idioms cannot be affected by the change of
mood or tense, e.g.
Nominal Idioms:
Pudumo ya moemanosi
'Connochaetes ghou of stand-alone = All alone.'
Plural:
Dipudumo tsa meemanosi
Tense:
Pudumo ye eemeng nosi
The idioms above can be changed to plural or any
verb cateqory without changing the meaning. This is
also true in the case of verbal idioms and
sentential idioms.
,)
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.1 THE SYNTAX OF IDIOMS
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the structure of
idioms, leading to a syntactic classification of idioms.
Sentential idioms consist of complete sentences. Two types
were distinguished in the first chapter viz proverbs and
fixed expressions. A proverb is an idioma.tic expression
which is an aphoristic and often also epigrammatic
expression of a truth or wisdom which may be applied to,
but does not describe, a situation. Its structure is
either immutable or changeable within very strict limits,
e.g.
ef: South Sotho:
Motsamai 0 ja noha
'A traveller eats a snake = one will eat anything when on
journey. '
This proverb cannot be changed to '*motsamai 0 jele noha'
or *Batsamai ba ja noha' or some other variation. It
cannot describe what a particular traveller does, e.g.
:;
that somebody is accepting what is offered to him, but it
can characterize a situation in which it is known that this
is the case.
A fixed expression, on the other hand, is an idiomatic
) .
description of a situation, the structure of which can be
adapted to the requirements of the situation, e.g.
Cf: Taba di falletse
'Matters have migrated = the cat is out of the bag.'
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This expression can be chanqed to 'taba di tla falla',
'ha taba di falletse, etc., without a chanqe of meaninq.
It amounts to a statement in idiomatic terms that the
truth has come out.
4.2
4.2.1
The Structure o~ Proverbs
Simple Propositional Proverbs
Simple sentences consist of one predicate. Proverbs
consistinq of simple sentences will be referred to as
simple proverbs. A propositional sentence is a sentence
which has the form appropriate to a statement. Simple
proverbs consistinq of a propositional sentence are
referred to as simple propositional proverbs, e.q.
Leshodu le tshwarwa pela sefi
'One found with stolen qoods is accusable = a thief is
the one with stolen qoods.'
Ho bua hase ho phetha
'To talk is not to finish = Great talkers are never qreat
doers. '
4.2.2. Complex Propositional Proverbs
A complex sentence consists of a principal clause and one
or more subordinate clauses. The principal clause
contains tpe main clause whilst the subordinate clause(s)
depends on the principal clause. Proverbs consistinq of
complex propositional sentences will be referred to as
the complex propositional proverbs, e.q.
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(Motho) fa hIabang ya has e emere
'He who slauqhters the preqnant one = A person who is
careless about his own thinqs.'
Complex propositional proverbs may take different types
of clauses, e.q.
relative, adverbial, conditional etc.
Main clause + relative clause
Ngwana ya tjheleng 0 tshaba leifo
'A burnt child fears the fire = Once bitten twice shy.'
Main clause + conditional clause
Hotho 0 motle ha a bolelwa ke ba bang
I A person is beautiful when praised by other people =
rebukinq boastinq.'
'Motho 0 motle' is the main clause and 'Ha a bolelwa ke
ba bang' is the conditional clause.
Ha 0 otla ntja, e tla betla meno
'If you beat a doq, it will bare its teeth - If you do
bad thinqs to other people, they will pay a revenqe.'
4.2.3.
4.2.3.1
Compound Proverbs
Introduction
Compound Sentences are independent, separate sentences
which follow upon one another. They are part of a whole
compound action consistinq of successive actions.
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Proverbs consistinq of compound sentences will be
referred to as compound proverbs, e.q.
Horena ke nku, ha a ke a lla
'A chief is a sheep, he does not cry =- A chief is kind.'
Compound proverbs will be classified accordinq to types
of clauses found in them, e.q.
propositional
propositional
propositional
clause + propositional clause,
clause + interroqative clause,
+ imperative clause, etc.
4.2.3.2 Propositional Clause + Propositional Clause
Belo le a fela, thota e sale
'The speed ends, the distance remains • There is an end
to everythinq we do.'
Accordinq to Guma (1983:93) the statements above are
contrastinq each other.
Pelo e matla, mmele 0 bonolo
'The heart is stronq, the body is weak • He is not aware
that he is old. I
The predicates are contrastinq each other.
)
<, /
4.2.3.3 Propositional Clause + Interroqative Clause
Le tjhaya le boella (letolo), Ke la dinehella na?
'It strikes repeatedly, has it been sent? =- Expresses
dismay when misfortune strikes one repeatedly?
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The propositional clause is 'Le tjhaya le boella' and the
interrogative clause is 'ke la dinehella na?'
4.2.3.4. Propositional Clause + Imperative Clause
Kgomo, 0 hodile, boela haeno
'Cow, you are old, go back home = old friends are the
best. I
The propositional clause is 'Kgomo, 0 hodile' and the
imperative clause is 'boela haeno'
Hlapi, folofela leraha, metsi a pshele 0 a bona
'Fish long for the mud, the water dried while you see it =
when times are bad, one eats what one would not normally
eat. I
The first statement
propositional.
is imperative and the second
4.2.3.5 More than two clauses
There is no Umi t in the number of clauses that may be
found in an idiom, e.g.
Pelo ya morena e ya jewa, ke nku, ha a lle
'The heart of the chief is edible he is a sheep, he does
not cry = The chief is kind, he is not cruel,'
The example above consists of three clauses.
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Ho amohela morena, le kobo tsa hae, le nta tse ha yona
'To welcome the chief with his blankets as well as the lies
on it = The chief is accepted with all his mistakes.'
4.3 The structure of fixed Expression
4.3.1 Introduction
Fixed expressions are complete sentences. Fixed
expressions will be classified into simple expressions,
complex express ions and compound expressions. This
classification is based on the structure of the expressions
found in South Sotho.
4.3.2 Simple Expressions
Fixed expressions consisting of simple sentences will be
referred to as simple expressions, e.g.
Taba di falletse
'Matters have migrated = The cat is out of the bag.'
Four simple expressions have been distinguished on the
basis of their structure i.e. propositional, imperative,
hortative and interrogative expressions.
Propositional:
Kgabe di butswltse
'The maize grain is ready = he has stopped crying.'
Interrogative:
o ne 0 mpeile kae?
'Where did you put me? = I do not find something where it
was. '
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Imperative:
Hlasinyane, se impolele botle
'Wild bird, do not praise yourself =
(when a person praises himself)
Hortative:
ef: North Sotho:
A go kgalwe tKhipa e sego mmolai
rebuking boasting
4.3.3 Complex Expressions
Fixed expressions consisting of a principal clause and one
or more subordinate clauses will be referred to as complex
expressions, e.g.
Se sa feleng se a hlola
'That which does not end forebodes evil = There is nothing
which cannot be finished.'
4.4 The structure of Verbal Idioms
Verbal idioms may be classified according to the complement
of the verb, e.g.
Verb + object,
verb + adverbial adjunct (different types),
verb + dependent clause (various types),
verb + posse~sive construction,
verb + particle phrase,
verb + locative complement, e.g.
Ho loma motho tsebe
'To bi te one's ear = To warn someone to be careful in
pri vacy. '
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4.5
4.5.1
Pronominalization
Introduction
Pronominalization means that some nouns in the idiom may be
replaced by or changed into pronouns without changing the
idiomatic meaning.
Idiom:
Lehlonono la tshitshidi
'The luck of the bedbug = To be very fortunate.'
Pronominalization:
Lona la tshitshidi
The speaker of a language understands the idiomatic meaning
of the above idiom without mentioning the noun 'lehlonono'.
4.5.2 Sentential Idioms
Sentential idioms can also be pronominalized without
changing the idiomatic meaning, e.g.
Motse 0 motle diotlwana feela
'The house is beautiful outside = Appearances are
deceptive.'
)
Pronominalization:
Ona 0 motle tsona feela
This sentential idiom does not lose its meaning when
pronominalized. The idioms which are pronominalized will
be called pronominalizable sentential idioms in this study.
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When certain sentential idioms
idiomat i c meaning is lost i . e.
figurative to literal, e.g.
are pronominalized, the
their meaning shift from
Morena ke morena ka batho
'A chief is a chief because of people = A person is a
leader because of subordinates.
Pronominalization:
Yena ke yena ka bona
The idiomatic meaning has been lost.
4.5.3 Nominal Idioms
Many nominal idioms can be pronominalized without changing
the idiomatic meaning, e.g.
Kgomo ya sehangwa ka mahohle
'The cow which is milked on all sides = A very kind
person. '
Pronominalization:
Yona ya sehangwa ka mahohle
The meaning is not lost when 'kgomo' is replaced by 'Yona'
which is a pronoun.
)
In some cases, the meaning is lost when nouns are
pronominalized.
Setswalle sa dintja
'Friendship of the dogs = A very weak friendship.'
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Pronominalization:
Sona sa dintja
Sona sa tsona
Pronominalizing the noun or nouns results in the change of
the idiomatic meaning.
4.5.4 Verbal Idioms
Like in nominal idioms, the nouns in certain verbal idioms
can be pronominalized, e.g.
Ho busetsa masapo ho beng
'To return the bones to the owners = To lay down one's head
in sleep.'
Pronominalization:
Ho busetsa ona ho beng
The idiomatic meaning has not changed i.e. from figurative.
Other idioms lose their meaning when pronominalized, e.g.
Ho nka motho ka leoto
'To take someone with his foot = To undermine someone.'
Pronominalization:
Ho nka yena ka lona
The idiomatic~meaning is lost.
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4.6
4.6.1
Passivization
Introduction
Huddleston (1989:43) demonstrates that the sequences of
idioms cannot be changed i.e. the order cannot be reversed.
This is also true in South Sotho although some idioms can
be passivized without changing the figurative meaning.
4.6.2 Sentential Idioms
Some sentential idioms can be passivized without changing
the figurative meaning, e.g.
Monna ha a hloke kgomo a tsamaya
'One cannot be without a cow while walking = He who works
does not go hungry.'
Passivization:
Kgomo ha e hlokwe ke monna a tsamaya
The idiomatic meaning hasn't changed.
Some idioms change meaning when the sequence of words is
changed, e.g.
Ntja e tsokela ya e fang
,~
'The dog shakes its tail to someone who feeds it = A dog
will always follow the one who feeds it.'
Passivization:
fa e fang 0 tsokelwa ke ntja
The idiomatic meaning has been changed from figurative to
literal.
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4.6.3 Verbal Idioms
Like the sentential idioms, verbal idioms can be passivized
without any shift in meaning, e.g.
Ho lwana ya kgumamela
'To fight until you kneel = fight very hard.'
Passivization:
Ya kgumamela e lwannwe
There is no change in the meaning of the idiom.
Some change meaning when passivized, e.g.
Ho dula ka mosing
'To sit in the smoke = To be in dire distress.'
Passivization:
Kamosing ho dutswe
4.7
4.1.1
Transposition
Introduction
Transposi tion means the change of posi tion of the word
categories within the idiom which may be transposition of
the quaIificative, verb, subject of the object. It is
important to note that when the object is transposed the
object concord is introduced in the idiom.
4.7.2 Sentential Idioms
. Sentential idioms can be transposed without changing the
idiomatic meaning, e.g.
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Transposition of the qualificative.
Podi e lekgwekgwe e senya mohlape
'A goat with sores spoils the herd of cattle = A bad person
can easily influence others.'
Transposition:
E lekgwekgwe podi e senya mohlape
Transposition of the object
Mohlape, podi e lekgwekgwe e a 0 senya
Transposition of the subject
E lekgwekwe e senya mohlape,podi
Not all the words in the idiom are transposable. There are
those which change the meaning of the idiom when
transposed, e.g.
Ntja-pedi ha e hlolwe ke sebata
'Two dogs cannot be killed by one canivorous animal = Unity
is strength.'
Transposition:
Sebata, ntja-pedi ha e se hlole
The above example is not transposable.
4.7.3 Nominal Idioms
Nominal idioms are also transposable.
Ngwana wa ho feela
'The last child = last born
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Transpos i ti on:
Wa ho feela, ngwana
Not all the nominal idioms have transposable components.
There are also those nominal idioms which cannot be
transposed, e.g.
Qholong ya nta
'The hip of a louse = not very far.'
Transposition:
Ya nta qholo
4.7.4 Verbal Idioms
Like other types of idioms, verbal idioms are transposable,
e.g.
Ho nwa jwala ba Kgaeyane
'To drink Kgaeyane's beer = To be as drunk as a lord.'
Transposition:
Ba Kgaeyane 0 bo nwel e
The idiomatic meaning has not changed.
Some verbal idioms are not transposable, e.g.
Ho dula setulo
'To sit on the chair = To preside over a meeting.'
Transposition:
Setulo 0 se dutse
The above example shows that some verbal idioms are not
transposable.
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4.8 A Syntactic classification of Idioms
From the analysis made in this chapter, idioms can,
syntacti cally, be class i f ied according to their adherence
to syntactic rules into two types, i.e.
(a ) Those idioms which are subject to syntactic rules,
e.g.
pronominalization, passivazation and transposition.
Cb) Those idioms which are not subject to syntactic rules.
Ca) Those idioms subject to syntactic rules.
Some idioms have nouns and/or verbs which can be
transposed, passivized and pronominalized, e.g.
Sejo Senyane ha se fete molomo
'Little food does not pass the mouth = half a loaf is
better than no bread.'
Pronominalization:
Sona Senyane hase fete molomo
Passivization:
Holomo ha 0 fetwe ke sejo senyane
Cb) Those idioms which are not subject to syntactic rules.
Not al-l the idioms adhere to the syntactic rules.
<:»
Some lose their meaning when the syntactic rules are
applied, e.g.
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Lefu le qoleng ya kobo
'Death is at the edge of the blanket = Death occurs at
any time. I
Passivization:
Qoleng ya kobo lefu le teng
Pronominalization:
Lona le qoleng ya yona
The meaning is lost when the idiom above is passivized
or pronominalized.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study idioms have been classified into the nominal
idioms, verbal idioms and the sentential idioms.
Semantically, these three types of idioms have been further
classified into opaque idioms, semi-opaque idioms and
transparent idioms.
Opaque idioms are those the meaning of whi ch cannot be
established from the constituent parts. Opaque idioms are
further classified into
(aa) Those with meaningless components
(bb) Those with figurative components and
(cc) Those with meaningless and figurative components.
(aa) Those with meaningless components are mostly those·
containing personal names.
(bb) Those with figurative components are those in which
parts are figurative
(cc) Those with meaningless and figurative components have
one or two words meaningless and the other words
figurative.
Semi-opaque idioms are those in which the meaning of the
resul tant combination may be determined in some of the
components of the idiom. Semi-opaque idioms are divided
into
(aa) those with meaningless components
(bb) those with figurative components.
Semi-opaque wi th meaningless components have one or more
words meaningless and the other words literal.
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Semi-opaque with components have one word literal and the
other word or words figurative.
Transparent idioms are those in which the meaning can be
established from the constituent parts.
Morphologically, the idioms in Sesotho are classified
according to number and verbal categories into three types
viz,
(aa) Those idioms with a fixed number and verb categories.
(bb) Those with partially fixed number and verb
categories.
(cc) Those with free number and verb categories.
Those idioms with fixed number and verb categories are
those idioms in which pluralization or singularization as
well as verb category can change the idiomatic meaning.
Idioms with partially fixed number and verb categories are
those idioms in which one noun can be changed to plural or
singular form without changing the idiomatic meaning
whereas other nouns change the idiomatic meaning or idioms
in which the verb can change to one or two categories of
the verb without changing the idiomatic meaning though it
cannot to all verb categories.
Idioms with free number and verb categories are those which
can be changed to plural and singular without changing the
idiomatic meaning. These idioms cannot be affected by the
)
change of'm6od or tense.
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Syntactically, idioms are classified into two types i.e.
Ca) Those idioms which are subject to syntactic rules
Cb) Those idioms which are not subject to syntactic rules.
Those idioms which are subject to syntactic rules, have
nouns and/or verbs which can be transposed, pronominalized
and/or passivised. Those idioms which are not subject to
syntactic rules do not adhere to them.
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